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A Look Back at the BioRegional Quintain Vision
Circa 2008




 


For a number of years this was the website for BioRegional Quintain Limited company, leading in the creation of sustainable communities throughout the UK by combining the comprehensive application of sustainability principles to a dynamic and innovative approach to property development.

Content is from the site's 2008 archived pages providing a glimpse of the bold vision promoted by BioRegional Quintain.



The new owners of this site's domain did not want BioRegional Quintain's vision lost in the basement of expired domains.


BioRegional Quintain is the UK’s leading sustainable community development business and we aim to deliver on three key promises :


People : We believe that the concept of quality lifestyles should be at the heart of every community that we build, so our key objective is to enhance the health and happiness of our residents. We will work tirelessly to establish a genuine sense of community where our residents can feel safe, happy and assured.


Place : We will set standards for design that produce world class, characterful and inspirational buildings employing the best international architects and designers. We will deliver sustainable buildings, public realm and landscape of the highest quality.


Planet : We believe that sustainable living should be attractive, affordable and fun. We also believe that we should leave our planet in a better condition than we found it. But if everybody lived like we do in the UK then we would need three planets to support us. We will provide the lifestyle support and estate management services to help you live sustainably - contributing to a healthier you and a healthier planet.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


BioRegional Quintain sees the role of a community website/extranet provision as integral to delivering our sustainable communities vision. Research has shown that the majority of our environmental impacts are associated with our lifestyle choices, and hence establishing convenient information and communication tools to enable such choices is fundamental.


Beyond opportunities for supporting reduced environmental impacts, the website will be crucial in engendering and supporting the social aspects of a truly sustainable community. Through the facility it is envisaged that users will be able to access information about their home and utility use, and the local area and events, as well as access services such as : 



- booking car club vehicles,

- meeting rooms in the community centre,

- ordering local food boxes,

- check the local and national weather,

- pay bills online etc.



Furthermore, residents could utilise the facility to establish interest groups, organise and advertise social events, and use innovative services such as time-banking. 



The facility would additionally be used as a means of gathering data to support measuring the environmental impacts of the community against targets associated with the 10 One Planet Living Principles (www.oneplanetliving.org).


 


NEW COMMUNITIES
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Vision


BQL’s vision for the sustainable regeneration of Riverside One in Middlesbrough, North East England, will deliver more than 2,000 new jobs, approximately 750 new homes, in excess of 200,000 ft2 of new office and leisure space, and 25,000ft2 of shops. We will be developing develop a landmark mixed use, zero carbon community [generating all the energy to heat, cool and power the development from a combination of on-site and off-site renewable sources] which will set the standards for sustainability. We will establish the new homes, buildings, infrastructure and services to make sustainable living a reality. 



Riverside One will become the place to achieve a high quality and sustainable lifestyle. 


Design


Location- The development is centred around waterfront land at the former Middlesbrough docks.



Mixed Use - It will include 750 homes , significant office space, leisure facilities and a hotel, destination retail bars and restaurants.



Award-winning Designers- Masterplanned by Will Alsop, the award-winning architect, the site is planned to be at the cutting edge of contemporary architecture and will combine world-class design from renowned practices such as Studio Egret West, FAT, and Feilden Clegg Bradley among others; with the highest standards in sustainable development.
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Airial view: Middlehaven in Middlesbrough, backed by BioRegional Quintain


Award-winning Project - This one million square foot phase of Riverside One will be the largest zero carbon development in the UK, and combined with its strong emphasis on design quality, Riverside One represents a dramatic leap forward for regeneration in the UK. The development will include a collection of iconic structures conceived by the most talented and creative architects working today. There will be no other place in Europe with so many daring and exciting, yet sustainable and practical buildings standing side-by-side.



Riverside One won the “big urban projects” category at the MIPIM (Architectural Review) Future Projects Awards 2007, in Cannes, France.



Project to Reality - BQL’s masterplan, a refinement produced in conjunction with Studio Egret West and Tees Valley Regeneration of the original Alsop masterplan will start to become a reality before the end of the year, with commencement of the first phase scheduled for autumn 2007.


 



BioRegional Quintain to close doors


14 NOVEMBER, 2011 BY RICHARD WAITE


Super-green developer BioRegional Quintain will wind up its operations once its FAT-designed 80-home Community in a Cube housing block at Middlehaven completes next month.


The decision marks the end of a six-year-old collaboration between property developers Quintain Estates and environmental charity BioRegional and throws doubt over the future phases of the huge £200 million waterside Middlehaven regeneration project in Middlesbrough, originally masterplanned by Will Alsop (2004).


Quintain has said it now intends to focus on its core development business in London - namely Greenwich and Wembley.


Charles Holland at FAT admitted the announcement would mean its cube-shaped apartment block was likely to be the only building on the site ‘to be completed for a while’. Under the existing masterplan overseen by Studio Egret West and backed by the Homes and Community Agency, the ‘desolate’ waterfront plot will become home to 750 housing units, 18,500m2 of offices, and 2,300m2 of retail.


Ian Taylor, partner at Feilden Clegg Bradley Studio who worked on the developer’s One Brighton development said: ‘[BioRegional Quintain’s] potential projects appear to have been held hostage by various UK barriers to more radical sustainable development thinking: local political planning processes, and central government policy changes have conspired with current economic uncertainties to derail one of the country’s most far sighted and committed development groups.


Their longer term view is needed. I wish the team future success in their new ventures.

He added: ‘Their commitment to setting new standards in building design, construction and management has been exemplary, and this enthusiasm for applying the One Planet Living values to all aspects of the development cycle has led to a project which seriously challenges previously accepted methodologies and standards – ranging from the quality and sourcing of site canteen food to their commitment to post occupancy evaluation of the completed apartments.’


It is understood BioRegional Quintain’s chief executive Pete Halsall will leave the company to set up a new venture.




 



BioRegional Quintain to be wound up


Property developer behind environmentally sustainable schemes will halt work after Middlehaven first phase.


Joey Gardiner

Thu 10 Nov 2011 First published on Thursday, 10 Nov 2011
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 An artist's impression of sustainable developer BioRegional Quintain's Middlehaven scheme in Middlesbrough, designed by the Stirling prize-winning architect Will Alsop. Photograph: George Hadley/Graphic


 


The UK's highest-profile sustainable developer, BioRegional Quintain, is to be wound up after its parent company, the property developer Quintain, decided to focus on the London market.


BioRegional Quintain, originally set up as a joint venture by the influential environmental charity behind "One Planet Living" and Quintain in 2005, will finish the 80-home first phase of the Middlehaven scheme in Middlesbrough, and then wind itself up.


BioRegional Quintain's chief executive, Pete Halsall, told this week's Building magazine: "It is extremely sad but it is part of a wider decision of Quintain's board to focus on its core business. My understanding is that Quintain wants to be able to express sustainability in its developments in a different way."


Halsall confirmed that the venture would shut, with the loss of five jobs. It leaves the Homes and Communities Agency's (HCA) £200m, 750-home Middlehaven scheme without a residential developer for its later phases, raising fears for the project's green credentials.


BioRegional Quintain will also withdraw from the London Development Agency's prestigious One Gallions project in east London, where it was selected in 2007 with Crest Nicholson and Southern Housing Group to build a model 260-home environmentally sustainable development.


At its peak before the downturn, BioRegional had a £350m development pipeline on six sites. Its most successful scheme was the award-winning One Brighton joint venture with Crest Nicholson, which completed last year and included allotment spaces for residents to grow their own food on the roof of the development.


The joint venture was dedicated to the 10 principles espoused by BioRegional Quintain's "One Planet Living" philosophy, including the need for developments to be zero carbon and zero waste, to use local food, and promote residents' "health and happiness".


Wembley developer Quintain bought BioRegional's share in the joint venture last year. Halsall, who will leave the business, said the move did not mean that the kind of development promoted by BioRegional Quintain was a thing of the past, and that he would shortly be announcing a new venture dedicated to "deep green" developments. "There is still tremendous potential. Quintain has to focus on its primary portfolio right now but this kind of development is absolutely still the future."


The firm's demise was lamented by two Stirling prize-winning architects, both of whom have worked with the developer. Peckham Library architect Will Alsop, who was the master planner on Middlehaven, said: "It is very sad news. This was a company very committed to doing things in a more responsible way."


Peter Clegg, of Feilden Clegg Bradley Architects, which designed One Brighton, called the development a "great shame".


"It was a joint venture between some of the most conscientious sustainability thinkers of the past 10 years and one of the more significant developers, which had significant resources," he said.


David Curtis, HCA executive director, said: "While this is disappointing news, we remain firmly committed to Middlehaven. We are in discussions with BioRegional's parent company, Quintain Estates, to find the best way forward for their work at Middlehaven."




 


lifestyle


BioRegional Quintain looks beyond building elements to enable sustainable communities . Through the comprehensive application of the One Planet Living®¹ principles², together with our Design and Community principles, we take a dynamic and innovative approach to property development – We seek to create communities which make it easy for residents to lead sustainable lifestyles.


We aim to create places and develop communities in which people feels safe, comfortable and secure – places where people want to be. Such communities must enable and support residents in making day-to-day choices in line with living a high quality lifestyle within the planet’s resources.


BioRegional Quintain Limited is leading in the creation of sustainable communities throughout the UK by combining the comprehensive application of sustainability principle to a dynamic and innovative approach to property development (see www.oneplanetliving.org). The company is owned 50:50 by Quintain Estates and Development PLC and BioRegional Properties Ltd.


BioRegional Properties Ltd is a company which was co-founded by eco-entrepreneurs and the BioRegional Development Group, a registered charity. The charity benefits from a share of profits mechanism to support continued cutting edge sustainability research and development work.


Quintain Estates and Development PLC is a leading property investment and development company specialising in strategic property acquisition, redevelopment and asset management across the UK. It is, for example, currently leading the regeneration of 70 acres of land surrounding the new Wembley Stadium, with permission for a £2bn transformation including new homes, jobs, leisure and community facilities. With partners Lend Lease, Quintain is also leading the £5bn regeneration of the Greenwich Peninsula. The company is listed on the London Stock Exchange.


 


~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


 



Energy and Water

[image: Energy and Water]
Our buildings and infrastructure are designed to both energy and water efficient. This includes the specification of appropriate fittings and fixtures as well as the provision of guidance to residents on reducing consumption. The optimised energy needs in our communities are met from low and zero carbon renewable sources located both on-site and off-site. We put in measures to manage rain, grey and waste water in a sustainable manner.





Food and resources

[image: Food and resources]
BioRegional Quintain supports the creation of local and ethical supply chains to facilitate procuring sustainable food and resources. Sourcing locally can greatly reduce negative transport impacts and provide positive benefits to local economies. Our communities are designed to include opportunities to grow food on-site as well as link to local farms and food box schemes. Construction materials are sourced to utilise reclaimed and recycled resources, and waste is reduced during occupancy through mechanisms to support recycling and composting.





Mobility

[image: Mobility]
BioRegional Quintain’s approach to sustainable mobility includes reducing the need to travel through seeking to create mixed communities which offer homes, offices, leisure and community facilities. Additionally we promote alternatives to private car use including public transport, cycling – through the provision of secure and sheltered cycle storage and car clubs.





Culture, Community and Wellbeing

[image: Culture, Community and Wellbeing]
Our approach to development includes a long-term vision for culturally rich communities, where sense of place and identity are engendered to contribute towards future heritage.



BioRegional Quintain aims to make it easy for residents to lead sustainable lifestyles. Each community is supported with an extranet system that enables residents to have access to information about their home and their local area. To support ongoing sustainable living, BioRegional Quintain set-up community governance organisations and apply our sustainability principles to estate management solutions.





¹ One Planet Living is a joint initiative of WWF and BioRegional with the aim of promoting a world in which people everywhere can lead happy, healthy lives within their fair share of the Earth’s resources. For more information visit www.oneplanetliving.com.

² Zero Carbon, Zero Waste, Sustainable Transport, Local and Sustainable Materials, Local and Sustainable Food, Sustainable Water, Natural Habitats and Wildlife, Culture and Heritage, Equity and Fair Trade, Health and Happiness.




~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


vision


Our vision is that people will live healthier, happier and more fulfilling lives in the sustainable communities that we create.


principles and values


In combining the goals and resources of BioRegional and Quintain to form BioRegional Quintain we need to arrive at a set of shared values and principles. We believe that the following represent principles that are appropriate:



Sustainability is it – “One Planet Living®” and “Cradle to Cradle” 

Without sustainability there is no clean air, water nor food. Sustainability is not something that should be balanced with other competing interests. We have to find a way to place it at the centre of everything that we do – to elevate sustainability to its position of prime human and social importance. Our lifestyle is the biggest driver of environmental damage. What we eat. How and where we travel. What we consume – and what we throw away. How much energy we use. We apply the 10 ‘One Planet Living®’ and “Cradle to Cradle” principles to all elements of our project to make it easy, fun and affordable for residents and tenants to live, work and play sustainably.



Design DNA - for competitive advantage

Good design differentiates places and products. It creates appealing and marketable homes and communities. It creates great places that benefit from the patronage of people, and drives their emotional and resource investment in them. Our design DNA is about being contextual, always a bit quirky and focussed on the competitive advantage that good design can yield. Characterful and polite. Increasing density only in so far as we can also enhance amenity. Using standard components in different ways to increase sustainability and competitiveness – whilst always being different and respecting context. But most of, focussing on the creation of truly excellent homes, retail and office products that exceed the needs of their respective target markets.



Community creation as an imperative

We believe that the most natural way to live is in community with others – and there is an increasing imperative for all of us to do so. We create the conditions that will produce thriving communities. First and foremost we take the long view. We invest in setting up community trusts as long term governance frameworks. We invest in establishing communal energy and recycling systems as sustainability drivers that act also as community connectors. We design to support community. Places where you meet your neighbour. Places where you go to meet your neighbour. Places where you can go to do shared work with others.



Customer centric - market focus 

Without customers and the sale there is no business, and hence our vision cannot be realised. We are moving into a period of slower house price rises. Selling will get tougher. We will place an understanding of the customer – their buying needs, habits and trends as a fundamental part of business. We will make it easy and as effortless as possible to acquire our product. We will be competitive in the market. We will offer our residential customers the chance to influence the design of their new homes, to choose from a range of pre-priced options. We will create a culture and management systems that are a little obsessive in ensuring the needs of our customers are met. We will measure our performance by the levels of customer satisfaction that we achieve.



Excellence and best practice delivery

We believe that a business must strive for excellence. To ensure long term survival there can be no second rate performance. Design quality. Build quality. Quality of management and co-ordination. Quality of communication. We are also mindful that in raising our sustainability, community and design quality aspirations as high as they are – and placing the customer as fundamental to our business – we must become a state of the art developer delivering excellence across all of our activities. There is much in terms of best practise business performance that we can integrate into our business process. It will help with public private partnership work – a key characteristic of regeneration projects. It will also help with the customer bottom line – if it’s excellent then it should satisfy, even perhaps exceed, expectations.



Collaborative and partnership focus

We are ambitious, but we can’t do it all. To deliver sustainable communities we need to work closely and collaboratively with a range of partners. Suppliers. Designers. Builders. The public sector – increasingly the initiator of major regeneration projects that can create an ideal context for sustainable communities. If it’s right – to joint venture with other developers, and show them the way, whilst reducing our risk exposure and enhancing volume. To create and foster long term partnerships and business relationships that endure and grow. To involve the customer in our business process. To give them control, certainty, the best deal. Out of the box collaborative working. Partnership focussed. We can’t do it all, but working with our partners – and treating our customers as partners - we can go a very long way.



Deal driven entrepreneurs - triple bottom line focus

We are driven to succeed. To create sustainable communities that will amaze and raise the spirit. To be a part of the big turn around towards a sustainable world. Human beings have been trading goods and services for an awfully long time. We have to show that sustainability can be a viable organising principle of the business community. But we are also at heart entrepreneurs. Looking for the best deal – from a strategic and an opportunistic angle. We have our business model – network based, collaborative, knowledge focussed and vertically integrated – and we are always ready to structure the deal in the most appropriate way. To yield maximum triple bottom line output – enhancing social, environmental and economic outputs whilst capturing a fair financial and sustainable return for doing so.


~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


On point: When BioRegional Quintain decided to wind down its involvement in the Middlehaven scheme in Middlesbrough there was profound disappointment by many of the people involved. Now it has been reported that BioRegional Quintain will also withdraw from the London Development Agency's prestigious One Gallions project in east London, where it was selected in 2007 with Crest Nicholson and Southern Housing Group to build a model 260-home environmentally sustainable development. At its peak before the downturn, BioRegional had a £350m development pipeline on six sites. Its most successful scheme was the award-winning One Brighton joint venture with Crest Nicholson, which completed last year and included allotment spaces for residents to grow their own food on the roof of the development.


My aunt lives in One Brighton. Developed by Crest Nicholson and Bioregional Quintain, this complex of 172 apartments plus offices, community space and café in two multi-story blocks next to Brighton’s main train station is saving its residents money, giving them a greener, healthier lifestyle and radically reducing emissions of greenhouse gases and water consumption. She loves it there. I always feel a disconnect when I visit my aunt. Here she is living in a community where Bioregional used the ten One Planet Living principles to draw up a sustainability action plan covering all phases of One Brighton’s life. The majority of the people who live there remind me of crunchy granola types. My aunt on the other hand loves to wear lots of glitzy bangles, heels for just about everything, and glamorous Raquel Welch wig styles whenever she is out and about. Speaking of Raquel Welch, she's not only known for her iconic roles in film and television but also for her enduring beauty. Throughout the years, Welch graced the covers of countless magazines, becoming a symbol of ageless beauty and grace. Recognizing the demand for her signature look, she eventually formed her own wig brand. The Raquel Welch brand has since become synonymous with style, quality, and glamour, much like the actress herself.


Back to my aunt: she has her favorite Raquel Welch wig styles, but she is also adventurous, so whenever I come from the US to visit, I go to my favorite online wig boutique and buy her a new wig style that I think she will like. I knew nothing about wigs when I first started shopping for them. Who knew there were so many choices in cap constructions and fibers? There are standard and open cap constructions that tend to be found on less expensive wig styles. The most popular cap constructions are the monofilament ones, which range from a basic Monofilament Top, to a Double monofilament, to variations like a Monofilament Top With 100% Hand Tied Base or wefted base, Double Monofilament Top with Lace Front, Monofilament Crown, and Monofilament Part Line. A monofilament cap creates the appearance of a natural scalp and hair growth/movement, while a lace front construction allows for off-the-face styling. All wigs with monofilament constructions cost more than those with the basic open cap or standard cap. As for fibers, the choices can be overwhelming, but there are pros and cons to each. Most wig manufacturers offer styles in synthetic fibers (the most common), heat-friendly synthetics, human hair, and Remy human hair (more costly than just human hair) and blends of synthetic & human hair. I'm just thankful my aunt has a favorite wig brand. I think I'd be totally overwhelmed if I had to look through all the popular wig brands. So far, every Raquel Welch wig I've gifted her has been a delightful success. She sends me selfies of her wearing them, and they sure look good. Someday I might just show up in my own Raquel Welch wig!




I just saw a news item about Crest Nicholson who has put a £400 million housing development in Hove on hold because of uncertainty around Brexit. Oh my.
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new sites requirement


BioRegional Quintain is seeking sites to develop One Planet Living® communities across the UK.


Typical Site Requirements


	
			Location

				
			> National, near urban centres

			> Close to a transport node.( Ideally within 500m of a public transport facility )

			
	
			Size

				
			> Capable of supporting at least 150 new homes plus business and community facilities

			
	
			Characteristics

				
			> Brownfield or degraded greenfield site

			> Currently less than 1:1000 year flood risk, or be capable of mitigation

			> Opportunities to have a variety of densities across the site to enable space for food/energy crop growing, landscaping, open space, habitats, etc.

			
	
			Ownership

				
			> Public or private

			
	
			Approach

				
			> Zero carbon

			> Zero waste

			> Estates and facilities management from the outset

			



About The Community


The Community will have sustainability in its DNA. The One Planet Living® principles will be applied to inspire and inform the creation of a community in which it will be easy for residents to live a high-quality and sustainable lifestyle.


[image: The ten OPL principles]


Specific Community Features


Employment – Local jobs to be created to match local working population needs, recognising that people may commute in and out of the community 



Community Centre – One Planet Living® Centre to provide exhibition space, meeting rooms, multicultural faith and heritage centre, delivery point, coordination for car club, café, and other shared facilities



Open Space – Space for play, amenity, farmers market, biomass, food-growing, and wildlife



Retail – Some shops, if possible, selling food, local goods and those made from recycled / reclaimed / fair trade sources



Health – Healthy living centre



BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method) – Designed to achieve BREEAM and EcoHomes ‘Excellent’ ratings at both design stage and post-construction review


~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


 


Pete HALSALL
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Pete Halsall is the Managing Director of BioRegional Quintain Ltd. He combines vision, passion, commitment and determination to realise world class projects, to facilitate sustainable, 'One Planet' living, and to crystallise and drive forward the next generation of regeneration projects. He is a co-founder of BioRegional Quintain Ltd and has led the business in its formulation, strategy and development programme. He leads BQL's flagship development at Middlehaven, which is one of the UK's most significant regeneration projects and the largest zero carbon project in the country, and an exemplar in combining design excellence, community and sustainability with economic dynamism. He is also a founding member and currently vice chairman of the Good Homes Alliance, which is a community interest company set up as a multi-disciplinary trade and industry body to advance sustainability in the residential/ new homes market. Pete trained as a building environmental engineer, and progressed from engineering consultancy to construction and development where he is able to apply a first principles based approach to sustainability and energy efficiency. He has completed projects across a range of sectors including residential, commercial, industrial, retail and institutional mainly in Southern England. He has worked in the UK, Spain and the USA - in the latter working with public agencies to advance sustainable development. He is a graduate of Bath University and the Cranfield School of Management Business Growth Programme.


Pooran DESAI
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POORAN DESAI Pooran is a founding director of BioRegional Quintain Ltd. He studied at Oxford and Cambridge Universities. In 1994, he co-founded the environmental organization BioRegional Development Group. He has worked on projects in sustainable farming, forestry, recycling & eco-housing. Work on local woodland management led Pooran to establishing the BioRegional Charcoal Company, which supplies national retailers such as B&Q with local charcoal and firewood. The company has won a number of awards including a Securicor Small Business Award, Lord Mayor of London’s Dragon Award and a Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food award for Science into Practice. In 1998, he drew together the partnership to construct Beddington Zero (fossil) Energy Development (BedZED), the UK’s largest eco-village development. The project was developed by housing association The Peabody Trust in partnership with BioRegional Development Group. BedZED won the 2002 International Energy Globe Award, 2003 Evening Standard Lifestyles Award and was shortlisted for the 2003 Stirling Prize. Pooran chaired the Homes and Environment group of ACCPE (the UK Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Advisory Committee on Consumer Products and the Environment), has sat on the steering group of Buildings Research Establishment’s EcoHomes group and WWF’s One Million Sustainable Homes taskforce. He has been a consultant to central government, local authorities and developers, including a 6,000 home zero carbon development in Portugal and concepts for a 2000 home zero carbon and zero waste community for the Thames Gateway. He is a director of the BioRegional and WWF joint “One Planet Living®” initiative. In 2002 he was commissioned with Sue Riddlestone to write “BioRegional Solutions for Living on One Planet”, a briefing for the Schumacher Society. The book uses examples of BioRegional projects to show the scope for local economic development to deliver environmental benefits. In 2007, with Paul King Campaigns Director for WWF, Pooran authored “One Planet Living® – A guide to enjoying life on our one planet”. In 2004, Pooran was awarded an OBE for services to sustainable development and in 2007 was made an Honorary Fellow of the Royal Institute of British Architects.


Nick JAMES
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Nick James is Sustainability Projects Manager for BioRegional Quintain. Nick trained as an architect and completed both Undergraduate and Masters degrees at the University of Bath. He gained several years experience working in architectural and masterplanning practices in London and the South of England before joining BioRegional Development Group in 2002. At BioRegional, Nick led in the delivery of numerous sustainability projects including disseminating the lessons learnt from BedZED and other international sustainable community projects to the planning, development and construction sectors to support the delivery of infrastructure, communities and services which enable sustainable lifestyle choices. In support of this work, Nick was a founding director of BioRegional Consulting Ltd. Nick joined BioRegional Quintain in 2005 and works specifically on integrating sustainability into development projects. His role includes defining and expressing development vision, setting sustainability targets, identifying the delivery mechanisms, drilling into the detail, and ensuring implementation. Nick is a registered assessor for BRE EcoHomes and the Code for Sustainable Homes. His experience combines more than five years of work within the masterplanning and developing industries, with five years working at the leading edge of sustainability innovation and implementation.


David FRANCIS
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David Francis started life an environmental health officer working in South London. After working in all the public health disciplines he applied to VSO and was lucky enough to be sent to an island in the West Indies where he was responsible for the a wide range of innovative community services. He returned to work in East London, playing a part in the assessment of planning issues and controls associated with London City Airport and attending Brunel University to gain an MSc in Environmental Pollution Science. He then moved to the north east where he became the director of a local authority department dealing with environmental issues including industrial pollution, waste disposal and recycling and studied to obtain an MBA from Teesside University. On leaving the public sector he became a consultant for a short while working for a range of clients including the government, health authorities and local authorities before becoming director of an environmental charity and then moving on to work for a registered social landlord in a regeneration role. When not at work he is a keen rower, a rowing coach and enjoys playing the piano very badly.
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